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Abstract 

Fluence rate of 10 MV X-rays from the electron linear accelerator (LINAC) for radiation therapy at the Prefectural 

University of Hiroshima was estimated by measuring gamma rays from activities induced by X-rays in zinc， copper and 

indium meta1s. The gamma-ray measurements were performed using a large volume (160 cm3) Ge detector. The X-ray expo-

sure was conducted so thatthe absorbed dose rate at a 5cm depth for radiation therapy was 2 Gy/語 in.τ'hemeasurements 

showed that 63Zn， 62CU and 115mln activities were induced in those metals. The estimated fluence rates were (1.43 ::t 0.15) X 

1013 m-2 
S-1 in 5-10 MeV， (3.15 ::t 0.20) X 1011 m-2 

S-1 in 10-12 MeV and (1.51土 0.16)X 1010 m-2 S-1 in 12-15 MeVラ atthe 

isocenter 20 cm above the couch. The uncertainties of fluence rates do not include those due to the uncertainties of the cross 

sections. The fluence rates were estimated assuming 也atthe fluence rate of the X-rays of energy larger than 15 MeV was 

negligible. The X-rays in the energy region higher than 10 MeV scarcely contributed to the X-ray doses for radiation thera-

py. However， X-rays of such high energies can induce many kinds of photonuclear reactions in the materials used in the 

LINAC. In our previous study， r・elativelylarge thermal neutron fluence was observed in the exposure room. The X-rays in 

the energy region beyond 10 Me V presumably cause a large part of the photoneutron productions. 

Key words : LINAC， photonuclear reaction， radiation therapy， X-ray 
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Introduction 

Some of linear electron accelerators (L1NACs) for medical 

use were operated with electron energy of 15 MeV or the 

rnore. Although X-rays produced by such high energy elec-

trons are convenient for treatrnent of malignant tumors at 

deep positions， intensities of unfavorable photoneutrons are 

very high. The L1NAC for medical use in Prefectural 

University of Hiroshima (MitSl均ishi，EXL-15DP) is usually 

operated with 10 MeV acceleration energy. Kato， et al. I} 

showed that the thermal neutron fluence under the head was 

so large that a 1ndium (1n) foil was useful to measure the 

fluences even at deep positions in a stack of polyethylene 

plates. A few photonuclear reactions in the materials used 

in L1NAC are induced by photons of energies less than 10 

Me V. Large thermal neutron fluence rates observed in our 

previous research suggest that X-rays of energies close to 

10 Me V is not negligible. Therefore， in order to control the 

photoneutrons caused by L1討ACX-rays， experimental estト

mation of X-ray energy distribution is necess訂 y.

Tissue-maximum dose Ratio (TMR) weakly relates to the 

detail of X-ray energy distribution around 10 MeV， because 

the dose from X-rays of energies near primary electron 

beam energy is much smaller than those from the X-rays in 

the lower energy region. Ordinary detectors to photon such 

as semiconductor detector are sensitive for low energy pho-

tons. Therefore， ordinary detectors are also inappropriate 

for examining the X-ray energy distribution around 10 

Me V. 1n our previous measurements of gamma rays fr・om

1n activation foils exposed to 10 MV  X-rays， the gamma 

ray from 115m1n was also detected 1). This activity can be 

induced by high energy X-rays. A set of such activation 

detectors is available for estimating X-ray energy distribu-

tions around 10 MeV without disturbance by low energy X-

rays. 

主tlaterialsand主tletbods

1n the L1NAC used in this study， the target， collimator and 

flattening filter were made of copper (Cu)， lead and stain信

less steel， respectively. When 6 MV X-rays were produced， 

the target is replaced by a platinum one. The activation 

detectors were zinc (Zn)， Cu， indium and potassium chlo-

ride (KCl). The reactions expected in the detectors are also 

shown in Table 1. The detector samples were exposed to X-

rays on an alurninum sheet of 15μm in thickness， 20 cm 

above the couch. The field size was 10 cm X 10 cm， and 

the X -rays output rate corresponded to the dose rate of 2 

Gy/min at 5 cm depth for radiation therapy. The exposure 

tirne was one minute for indium， and five minutes for the 

other elements. 1ndium grains (Wako Chemical Co.， Ltd) ， 

0.190 g were used to make an 1n foil of 0.5 cm in radius. A 

circular Zn foil， 9.65 g of mass and 2.3 cm in radius was cut 

out from a purchased Zn plate (Shimadzu Rika Co.， Ltd). A 

circular Cu foil of 18.7 g in mass and 2.1 crn in radius was 

also cut out from a purchased Cu plate (Shimadzu Rika Co.， 

Ltd). A polyethylene envelope of 20μm in thickness was 

used to contain 9.98 g of KCl powder (Wako Chemical Co.， 

Ltd). The area of the powder was 20.25 cm2. 

The samples exposed to X -rays were mounted on the win-

dow of a Ge-semiconductor detector (OXFORD 

CPVDS30-0 190) in a lead shield which was thicker than 15 

cm. Detection efficiencies were determined using two cir-

cular 152Eu calibration sources with diameters were 1.4 cm 

and 3.6 cm. The circular calibration sources were made 

from the standard solution (Japan 1sotope Cooperation， 

EU050) of which specific activity was guaranteed within 

2.3 9もofuncertainty. One ml of standard solution was used 

to make each circular source. The mass of the solution was 

measured with 0.3 % uncertainty using an electric balance. 

The smaller circular calibration source was used for esti-

mating the detection efficiency of the gamma rays from 

indium-plate， and the larger one was used for those for the 

other metal foils. The estimated efficiency was modified for 

a small change of the detection efficiency due to the differ-

ence between the radius of sample and that of the calibra-

tion source. The correction factor was estimated from the 

detection efficiencies of 344 keV gamma ray from a point-

like 152Eu standard source (Japan 1sotope Cooperation， EU-

402) at v訂 iouspositions on the window of the Ge detector. 

The 152Eu calibration source allowed us to determine the 

detection efficiencies in the energy region lower than 1.4 

MeV. The gamma ray from 38K is higher than 1.4 MeV， and 

the detection efficiency has not been determined. The spe-

cific activities immediately after exposure were determined 

analyzing the full energy peaks in the measured spectra for 

the three metal foils mentioned above. The X-ray fluences 

were ca1culated from the specific activities and the cross-

sections of photonuclear reactions. The thresholds of the 

reactions were ca1culated by the data of nuclear mass 2). The 

cross sections of photonuclear reactions were quoted frorn 

the EXFOR database and Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data 

Library 3，4). The energy region from 5 Me V to 15 Me V was 

divided into three small regions， and 
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greater than 15 Me V were emitted. The cross section for 

115In(X，x')115mIn for X-ray of energy larger than 12 MeV 

was estimated by extrapolation using the cross section from 

11 MeV to 12 MeV， and the cross section was assumed to 

be zero beyond 13 MeV. Moreover， we assumed no produc-

tion of 115mIn by X-rays with energies less than 5 MeV. The 

mean cross sections used in this study are shown in Tab1e 1. 

The reaction rates of 64Zn(X， n)63Zn， 63Cu(X，n)62Cu and 

115In(X，Xγ15mIn were used to estimate the X-ray energy 

f1uence rates in the three energy regions. We have found no 

data on the cross sections of 39K(X， n)38gK (7.636 min). The 

photonuc1ear reactions in KCl induce not only 38gK but also 

38m玄 (0.925s)ラ andthe 38mK nuc1eus directly decays into 

38 Ar. The data on the 38gK production rate was used for con-

sidering whether the LINAC emitted X-rays with energies 

beyond the threshold energy， 13.1 MeV. 

Results 

The gamma-ray spectrum measured for Zn foil is shown in 

Fig.2. The activity of 63Zn in Zn foil is produced only by 

64Zn(X，n)63Zn reaction. The threshold neutron energy for 

64Zn(n， 2n)63Zn reaction is 11.9 MeV， and hence the neu-

trons from the LINAC cannot induce the reaction. The 

gamma-ray spectrum measured for Cu foil is shown in 

Fig.3. The 62CU nuc1ei in the foil were produced only by 

63CU(X， n)62Cu reaction. The reaction of 63Cu(n， 2n)62Cu 

scarcely occurs in the copper material under the LINAC 

head. Positron is emitted in the decay of 62CU， and the anni-

hilation gamma rays were observed. In the copper material， 

the 64CU activity was also induced by 63Cu(n，γ)64Cu and 

65CU(X， n)64Cu reactions. The threshold energy of 

65CU(X， n)64Cu reaction is 9.9 MeV. As shown in Fig.4， 

gamma-ray measurement was repeated 14 times until about 

2 hours after the end of exposure to LINAC X-rays， and the 

62CU activity was calculated from the counts in the annihila-

tion gamma-ray full energy peaks and the half-lives of 64CU 

and 62CU. 

The gamma ray spectrum measured for In foil is shown in 

Fig.5. The spectrum c1early shows that both 116mln and 

115mIn were induced in the In foil. The 116mIn nuc1ei were 

produced by thermal neutrons through 115In(n，γ) 116mIn 

reactions. Not only X-ray but a1so fast neutron can induce 

115吋nactivity in In foil. In this study， we conc1uded that白e

115mIn activity was induced by the inelastic interaction of X-

ray with 115In. The reason is described in the section of dis-

cusslOn. 

The gamma ray spectrum measured for KCl is shown in 

Figure 6. The measurement for five minutes was repeated 

three times after the exposure to 10 MV  X-rays， and the 

half-life of the parent nuc1ide for 2167 keV gamma ray was 

estimated to be 6.3 :t 1.7 min. This is almost coincident 

with the half-life of 38gK of which half-life is 7.74 min. The 

2167 keV and 1643 keV gamma rays are emitted in the 

decay of 38Cl， of which half life is 37.24 min. The intensity 

of 2167 keV gamma ray is 42.4%， and that of 1643 keV 

gamma ray is 31.9% 2). As shown in Fig.6， there was no 

counts at the channels for 1643 ke V full energy peak. Thus， 

we conc1uded that the 2167 keV gamma-ray counts were 

given by the decays of 38gK radioisotopes. 

The production rates per one target nuc1eus were deter-

mined analyzing the spectra， and the results are shown in 

Table 2. Using the mean cross section shown in Table 1， the 

fluence rates were calculated， as shown in Table 3. 

Discussion 

The activity of 115mIn in In foil was produced not only by 

X-ray but also by fast neutrons. Fast neutron f1uence under 

the LINAC head has not been determined. Barquero， et al.5
) 

ca1culated the spectrum of the neutrons from 18 M V  

LINAC. On the patient couch， the fast neutron fluence 

around 1 MeV was less than that in thermal region 5). The 

cross section of 115In(n，n')1l5mIn increases from 0.4 MeV 

until 3 MeV， and approximately 60 mb at 1 MeV 3). The 

thermal neutron fluence rate， roughly 3 X 107 m-2 S-1 was 

estimated from the 1 It
imln production rate obtained in our 

preliminary study. Assuming that the fast neutron f1uence 

around 1 Me V was same as thermal neutron fluence， the 

production rate of 115吋nduring the exposure was estimated 

to have been 1.8 X 10-22 S-I per one 115In nuc1eus. This rate 

was much less than that measured in this study. (See Table 

2.) The production rates in the other energy regions were 

probably negligible， because the cross section was very low 

in the lower energy side and neutron f1uence was presum-

ably very low in the higher one. In our previous studyラ a3

cm Cu filter between In foil and LINAC head reduced the 

activity of 115mIn. The decrease rate was approximately 

coincident with that in the X-ray intensity 1). Moreover， 6 

MV  X-rays also produced 115mIn in the indium foil 1). The 

6担 VX-rays produced few photoneutrons. Therefore， we 

conc1uded that not fast neutron but X -ray induced the 115mIn 

activity in the indium foil. As mentioned above， the 

115mln activities measured in this study were used to esti-

mate the X-ray f1uence rate in the wide energy region， 5-10 

Me V. The estimated f1uence rate strongly depends on the 

cross section for the inelastic scattering， which is shown in 

Fig.l. The more activation detectors will be used for pre-

cisely estimating the fluence rate of X-rays of energies 

lower than 10 Me V in near future. 

In our preliminary study， the TMR for 10 MV  X -ray was 

measured using the dosimeter (PTW， Type 23333). The 
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TMlミvaluesat 10 cm， 15 cm， 20 cm and 25 cm depth in tis-

sue-equivalent block (Kyoto五agaku，Tough-Water 

Phantom) were compared with those reported by Jordan 6). 

The results showed that the primary original electron beam 

energy was 10.2土 0.6MeV， which agreed well with the 

nomina1 energy， 10 MeV. As shown in Table 3， the present 

X-ray fluence rate in the energy region beyond 10 MeV 

was much smaller than that in the energy region from 5 

Me V to 10 Me V. Therefore， we consider that the X -rays of 

energies higher than 10担eVgive little dose influence to 

patient守sbody. 

X-rays of energies over 10 MeV probably induced many 

kinds of photonuc1ear reaction in the materials of the 

LINA仁 Porexample， threshold energy for (X， n) reaction 

in 56Pe is 11.2長1eVand出atin吾3CUis 10.9 MeV. The 

m母orelement in the flattening filter is 56Pe， and that in the 

target is“Cu.τhe main element of collimator is 208Pb. The 
threshold energy for 208Pb(Xラ n)207Pbis 7.4 MeV， and the 

cross section increases as the X -ray energy increases until 

13.4 MeV 4). The natural abundance of 14N in nitrogen is 

99.4%， and the threshold energy for 14N(X， n)13N reaction is 

10.6 MeV. Since nitrogen is one of the important elements 

in human tissue， it is necessary to turn our attention to the 

photonuc1ear reactions in 14N nuc1ei even when 10 MV X-

rays is used. 

Chibani and Ma 7) showed that 15 MV  and 18 MV X -rays 

in a Varian 2160C LINAC produce more neutrons than 18 

MV  beam in a Siemens Primus LINAC， because their pri-

mary electron energies， 15 and 18.3 MeV were higher than 

14 Me V for the Siemens 18MV X -rays. This suggests that 

the primary electron energy is not always fitted to the nomi-

nal energy with small uncertainty. Moreover， the present 

study showed that the LINAC X-rays had energies higher 

than the maximum energy estimated by the measurement of 

TMR. The present study revealed that the activation detec-

tors were available for estimating the energy distribution of 

X-rays in such high-energy region. The X-ray fluence rates 

determined in this study have uncertainties due to those of 

photonuc1ear cross sections. In this study only three reac-

tions were used for estimation of fluence rate. The photonu-

c1ear cross sections for many nuc1ides have been usable 

3，4，8). The more accurate estimation of the X-ray fluence rate 

will be established using the more activation detectors. 

Conclusion 

Measuring the gamma rays from Zn， In， Cu and KCl 

exposed to the 10 MV X-rays， we could observe the activi-

ties induced by photo-inelastic scattering and photonuc1ear 

reaction. Assuming t註atno X-ray of energy larger than 15 

MeV was inc1uded in the 10 MV X-rays， the X-ray fluence 

rates in the energy range from 5 Me V to 15 Me V were esti-

mated using the data of the activities and the cross sections. 

In the estimation， the uncertainties of the cross sections 

were not considered. The estimated fluence rates were (3.15 

:::!::: 0.20)X 1011 m.2 S.1 at the 10 -12 MeV region， (1.51土

0.16)X 1010 m.2 S.1 at the 12 -15 MeV region， and (1.43 :::!::: 

0.15)X 1013 m.2 S.1 estimated at the 5-10 MeV region. The 

fluence rates of the X-rays of energy larger than 10 MeV 

were not negligible， but were much less than that at the 5-

10 Me V region. 
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Table 1. Threshold energy and the mean cross section of photonuc1ear reaction in the materials exposed to 10 MV  

X-rays 2，3，4). 

Material Photonuclear reaction (Half life Threshold Mean cross section (mb) in 

of induced nuclide) energy (Me V) 

5-lOMeV 10-12 MeV 12-15 MeV 

Zn 64Zn(X，n)63Zn (38 min) 11.9 9 O 14.801 

Cu 63Cu(X，n)62Cu (9.74 min) 10.9 O 0.320 19.955 

In 115In(X，Xγ15mln (4.486 h) 0.336 0.592 0.068 0.007 

KCI 39K(X，n)38K (7.636 min) 13.1 ~ ~ I~ 

Table 2. The production rates of 63Zn， 62CU and 115mln 

Nuclide Production rate per second per target nucleus (S-I) 

bJZn (3.30 :t 0.30) X 10却

出 Cu (1.55土 0.06)X 10-19 

IISffiln (8.46:t 0.89) X 10-19 

Table 3. X-ray fluence rate in high energy region 

Energy region (Me V) Fluence rate (m-L S-I) 

5-10 (1.43:t 0.15) X1013 

10-12 (3.15:t 0.20) >く1011

12-15 (1.51:t 0.16) XlOlO 
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ライナックX線の高エネルギー領域における

フルヱンス率の放射化検出器による推定

加藤一生 望月裕子 舛本俊典 小山矩

広島県立保健福祉大学保健福祉学部放射隷学科

2006年 9月 12日受付

加06年 12月12日受理

抄録

県立広島大学で放射隷治壌に用いられている電子隷韮線加速器〈ライナック〉からの 10MVX線のエネんギ

一分布を， X線を煎射した亜鉛，鋸ならびにインジウムに生じた放射能からの γ線を測定することにより推定

した. γ譲渡j定は大きな Ge半導体検出器 (160cm3) を用いて潤定した.X線照射は治察時の深さ 5cmにおけ

る吸収隷量率が 2Gy/minとなるように行った. ~U定の結果，照射金属中に 63Zn ， 62CUならびに 115mlnがそれぞ

れ生成されていることが分かった.治療台から 20cm土のアイソセンターにおいて推定したX線フルエンス率

はX線のエネルギー 5-10MeVで(1.43::t 0.15) X 1013 (m-2 
8勺 10-12 MeVで (3.15土 0.20)X 1011 (m-28-1) 

そして 12-15MeVで(1.51::t 0.16) X 1010 (m-28-
1
) であった.推定値の誤差には使用した反芯断面横の誤差に

よるもの法含まれていない.また，ブノレエンス率は 15MeV以上のX隷フルエンス率が無視できると仮定して推

定した. 10 MeV 以上のエネルギーのX線の量は治療部金へのX糠量に迂とんど影響を与えない程度であった.

しかし，それら高エネルギーのX線はライナックを構成する物賞において多くの種類の光核反応を引き起こす.

我々のこれまでの研究で照射室内における大きな熱中性子フルエンスが灘定されている. 10MeVを越えるエネ

ルギーのX線はそれらを生成した光核反応の多くを引き起こしていると誰察される.

キーワード:ライナック，うも核反応，放射譲治療， X線
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